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Kingston Elementary School 
Staff Handbook 

2021-2022 

 
 

Genoa-Kingston CUSD #424 
 

District Mission 

“Preparing students to excel and contribute 
to their community.”  

 
Kingston Elementary School Mission Statement 

 

The purpose of Kingston Elementary School is to provide 

opportunities for developing student interests and abilities to 

become critical/independent thinkers to positively communicate and 

cooperate within their community and to empower them to be 

lifelong learners.
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ABSENCE POLICY 

  

STAFF ABSENCES 
 

Faculty Absences/Substitutes 

If a faculty member will be absent for a school day, that faculty member should log 

on to the Frontline Absence Management program, this should be done as soon as 

possible, if you know in advance, (there is a link on the homepage of 

www.gkschools.org).  Notes may be added with additional comments for the sub 

and/or administrator.  You can also link plans and more.  Please enter this right 

away – this is so important.  This is your job not the office staff. 

 
In addition, please contact the building principal, Stefanie Hill, at 1-815-761-

5052 when you will be absent – a text is great. If for some reason, you cannot 

reach Stefanie, call the school at 815-784-5246 until you are able to speak/text 

with Stefanie or with the secretary directly. Katie and Stefanie both arrive by 

7:30 a.m. This is just so we can monitor the Frontline Absence Management 

application for securing a sub. 

 

If you need to come into the school to prepare for an absence, the building 

hours are from 6:00am until 10:00pm.  

 

Personal and Professional Leave Request 

All professional leave, personal and sick days should be put into the Frontline 

Absence Management application.  Professional leave and personal days should be 

discussed with the principal prior to being put in Frontline for approval.  Personal 

days require at least one week notice. 

 

Time Clock 

The ESPs, custodial, and cafeteria staff are expected to clock in/out 

using the SDS Time Clock application at the start and end of their 

workday, as well as in and out for lunch.  This is done on the 

computer in the teacher’s lounge.  You may also do this in the 

cafeteria, but only if cafeteria staff is present.  

 

STUDENT ABSENCES 

 

Secretary’s Responsibility 

The secretary will have an office master list of absences.  She will compare the 

names on the master list against the names on the class attendance reports. The 

http://www.gkschools.org/
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secretary or health aide will call the parents of absent students, if they do not call 

the school by 9:00 a.m.  She will try to contact them at home or at work, if 

necessary, with the numbers that we have available.  

 

Staff Responsibilities 

A teacher who receives a phone call or gets a note from a parent whose child will 

be absent MUST inform the secretary with name of the student, teacher, date and 

the reason for the absence. This includes notifications the teacher receives of 

students going on vacation. Please send any notes from parents to the office when 

you receive them.  We will record and copy the note and return the original to you. 

If a student comes to school late he/she must report to the office before going to 

class.  If a student leaves early the parent must sign the student out in the 

office. Please enter the attendance right away – if a student arrives late, the office 

staff will make sure it is marked correctly.  Remind parents to contact the office of 

absences. 

 

Parent Responsibilities 

It is the parent’s responsibility to notify the school of their child’s absence.  They 

should call the office the morning of the absence.  If not, the office staff will reach 

out to the parents. 

 

Student Tardiness 

If any child is tardy, arrives after 8:00 a.m., he or she must report to the office with 

his/her parent before going to class.  The student will receive a tardy pass that is to 

be given to the classroom teacher upon entering the room. Please send a child 

back to the office if he/she does not have a tardy pass and you know that the 

student was not in the hallway.  If at any time you have concerns regarding a 

student’s tardiness, please feel free to address this with the parent or share your 

concern with office staff and we will follow up.  

 

SAFETY INFORMATION 
 

Accident Reports 

Forms are available in the nurse’s office, in the rack outside of Stefanie’s office, 

and in this handbook.  Teachers may wish to keep a couple of blank accident forms 

in their classroom for quick access. (There is a blank copy in the appendix) 

1. Be sure a form is completed immediately following the accident. 

2. Make two copies.  Keep one for yourself and give the other to the 

nurse/nurse’s assistant.  

3. Forms are to be filled out for all staff and /or student accidents. 
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Classroom, Building and Equipment Security 

Each teacher is responsible for securing the classroom at the end of the day.   Be 

sure windows and doors are closed, locked and that all lights are turned off. Lights 

should be turned off if you are not in your room.  Technology such as 

chromebooks and tablets should be secure and charging. 
 
Only the principal and the office staff have authorized access to the building safe.  

Please do not take office supplies from the safe. The supplies are purchased for 

office use with the office supply budget.  

 

Emergency Security Code 

For Now:  In case of a building-wide emergency, go to the nearest classroom, lock 

the door, and move away from doors and windows.  If possible, close the windows 

and blinds.   

 

Navigate Prepared should be used for all emergencies.  We will practice using it 

during the drill time. 
 
Please note:  This is subject to change once our ALICE procedures 
are put in place fully. 
 
All outside doors are locked and should never be propped open.  

 

Crisis Plan 

We have a recently updated district wide Crisis Plan.  Each staff member has a role 

in the implementation of the Crisis Plan.  The plan outlines responsibility measures 

currently in place, and specific procedures for different crisis situations.  Those 

staff members without a homeroom class are assigned specific crisis team 

responsibilities. 

 

Fire Drill/Tornado Procedures 

All teachers need to be sure that a fire/ tornado escape route is displayed in their 

room near the exit door.  Fire drill/tornado procedures are to be discussed at the 

beginning of the school year in every class and must be reviewed periodically 

during the year.  

 

Fire Drill Procedure 

1. Be sure windows and doors are closed if possible. 

2. Be sure you have planned an alternate way out of the building if your normal 

exit is blocked.  The second or third fire drill may include blocked exits.   
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3. When you get outside, take attendance of your class using navigate 

prepared– make sure everyone is present.  If you are having trouble with the 

app hold up the green card to indicate that you have all of your students.  A 

red card indicates that you are missing a child that SHOULD be with you.  

4. Your students who are in another class (music, chorus, P.E., media center, 

Special Ed., speech, etc.) will be the responsibility of that teacher. 

5. You should instruct your students that if they are in the hall for any reason 

during a fire drill, they should leave the building immediately and report to 

you at the normal location. 
6. Navigate prepared allows you to mark if someone is missing from your 

class.  Use the chat feature to communicate issues. 

 

Lock Down Procedures 

Due to COVID-19 closures, we are still using this until we have a set plan in place 

for ALICE. 

 

If an unwanted intruder is identified as being on the school grounds or in the 

building, the special alert will be announced three times of “Lockdown Alert”.  

When the alert is heard the following procedures will be used: 
1. Teachers will check the hallway, bring any student or class into the 

classroom and put out the green or red card (have all students/do not have all 

students). Teachers will also utilize the Navigate Prepared program.  

2. The teacher will lock the door, close and lock any open windows, pull the 

blinds down and post a red or green card in the window. 

3. The students will be seated out of sight of windows and doors, as best as 

possible. 

4. The teacher will remain calm and quiet while awaiting further instructions. 

5. The teacher will not allow any student to leave the classroom. 

6. Use the chat feature of Navigate Prepared to notify others of problems and 

such. 

7. The office will call 911 and then call the district office. 

8. Students in any specials class remain in that area with that teacher until the 

‘all clear’ is announced. 

9. If outside, teachers and assistants will move the students to a safe area until 

the ‘all clear’ is announced. 

 

Tornado Procedures 

Tornado Watch – In the event that a tornado watch has been issued by the U. S. 

Weather Bureau, school shall progress as usual.  Should a “watch” situation exist 

at dismissal time, buses will run and town students will be allowed to leave.  The 

supervisor of any outdoor activity should be observant to any weather changes.  

Any planned field trips will take place at the discretion of the supervisor. 
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Tornado Warning – In the event of a tornado warning by the U.S. Weather 

Bureau, the following steps will be taken. 

a. A warning signal over the intercom will be sounded. 

b. Exit room immediately – do not worry about the windows and doors. 

c. Children should be directed quickly and safely into the area designated. 

Students should be positioned away from exit doors-most often in the 

hallways.  Their heads should be up against the lockers with their hands 

protecting their heads.   

d. Should a “warning” situation exist at dismissal time, the children will be 

held at school. 

e. Parents calling for children during a tornado warning shall be allowed to 

take them at their own risk; however, they will be highly encouraged to 

leave the children at school.   

f. In the event a disaster should strike, every adult should be responsible for 

summoning all the aid necessary to care for victims. 

g. Each teacher is responsible for directing the class he/she is working with at 

the time of the warning to designated place of safety. 

h. If large group meetings or assemblies are being held in the gymnasium or 

learning center during school:  the students will report to their homeroom 

teacher or to the person in charge of the meeting or assembly, if the 

homeroom teacher is not present. 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Class Schedules 

A copy of each teacher’s class schedule should be turned into the office by the last 

Friday in August.   Please send a copy of your adjusted schedule to Katie and she 

will share with the principal if the schedule changes significantly throughout the 

school year.   

 

Lesson Plans 

Pre-planning for student activities is essential in facilitating meaningful                      

lessons that implement best instructional practices and are based on grade level 

standards.  In your lesson plans, please indicate more than just a lesson or page                     

number.  Please describe the objective, primary standard or activity of the                         

lesson. All lessons/activities should be identified in your plans. In creating                          

lessons, please keep best practice strategies recommended by the NCTM,                         

IRA, NCTE, NCSS, AAAS, and Model Classrooms Project in mind.  

 

Here is a sample of the Danielson Lesson Plan Template:  
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Lesson plans may be reviewed at any time.  I may ask for samples of student work 

to help me in viewing the progress of our students in different areas.  Planning 

should be done prior to the week of instruction, for a week at a time and with long-

range goals in mind.   

 
Lesson plans, seating charts and other pertinent information should be in a 

substitute folder in an obvious location. Please develop a set of “emergency” 

lesson plans to be used during an unexpected absence.  Be sure your grade 

level team is aware of where these plans are kept.  

 

Curriculum 

Curriculum in Illinois is based on the Common Core State Standards. The 

standards are available on the Illinois State Board of Education website.  In 

addition to teaching the standards, teachers are expected to support the district’s 

initiatives in Math, Reading, Writing, Science, Social Studies and SEL (Caring 

School Communities).  Curriculum scope and sequence maps for Literacy are 

complete. 

 

Writing Portfolios 

Writing portfolios will be maintained from kindergarten through fifth grade.  

Quarterly unedited and scored (using the writing rubric) writing samples will be 

collected throughout the school year.  The first sample will be completed during 

the first week of school.  The remaining samples are to be completed at the end of 

each quarter.  The samples will be done using prompts provided by the principal or 
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determined by the grade level team.  Some will be specific prompts and others will 

be choosing from a list of choice prompts.   Each sample should include the 

child’s name and date. A daily writing time is required as a part of classroom 

instruction.  Each writing sample should be marked with the date and grade level 

(ie. 2nd grade – 1st quarter.)  The quarterly prompt used should be consistent across 

all teachers at a grade level.  At the end of the year, it would be helpful if the 4 

samples were stapled together.  Make sure you check off the boxes on the front of 

the folder – if a sample is missing don’t check the box – ONLY check the boxes 

for those samples that were collected and in the folder. These portfolios are to be 

turned in to the office at the end of the school year in Alphabetical order – please. 

 

Character Education 

At KES and district-wide, we will focus on the six pillars of character from the 

CHARACTER COUNTS program.  We will start the year with the trait of 

friendship and then move into the traits on the six pillars:  trustworthiness, respect, 

responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship.  We also add friendship at the 

beginning of the year and Turbo (perseverance) at the end of the year.  Each 

classroom selects two students, preferably a boy and a girl, for each trait.  

Throughout the year, students will learn about these different traits through 

literature, community service projects and discussions.   

 

Caring School Community 

We will be using the Social Emotional Learning curriculum titled Caring School 

Communities.  The program includes a morning meeting and closing circle.  It also 

has brief lessons on social emotional issues that can occur throughout the year.  

PBIS worked to link the cool tools with CSC’s community chats.  The community 

chats are a brief overview of the school rules and designed to be reviewed yearly 

and more as needed. 

 

Model Classrooms Project 

District-wide we will continue to implement and build on the instructional 

strategies from the Model Classrooms Project.  Our goals will focus on content, 

thinking, products, assessment, facilitation and reflection.  Training will take place 

throughout the year with our district level MCP coaches. We will continue to 

increase our knowledge and skills in implementing the strategies in all content 

areas.  

 

Positive Behavior and Intervention Systems 

PBIS is implemented district-wide.  The focus of the model is to: make sure all 

students know the rules and expectations in each area of the school, build a 

positive attitude in the students wanting to comply with the rules and have 
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consistent rewards and consequences for following or not following the rules. KES 

has three main expectations for all areas-Be Respectful, Be Responsible and Be 

Safe.  Daily “Shout Outs” will be read on the morning announcements. 

 

Classroom Organization 

Classrooms should be kept orderly.  This should include desks, file cabinets, 

shelves, closets, storage areas, etc.  Materials, supplies, books, or extra copies that 

are never used should be thrown away.  Cabinets, boxes or shelves should not 

block the cooling units.  Teachers should encourage students to take pride in their 

classroom and help keep our building clean.  At the end of each day students 

should pick up papers, paper clips, pencils, scraps from the floor and put 

chairs on top of their desk, unless it is your full clean day then chairs stay on 

the floor.  Please be sure that windows on classroom doors are not covered unless 

you have a glass panel next to your door.  One of the two needs to be uncovered 

per the regional office.   

 

Bulletin Boards 

1. Please keep the bulletin boards in your classroom decorated and up to date.  

2. Focus on having more student work displayed than purchased items.   

3. When taking down bulletin boards, please remove all staples and try to keep 

from dropping the staples on the floor.  They are a potential hazard if a 

student steps on them.  The staples are also difficult for the custodian to 

clean up.  This is especially true in carpeted rooms, where the custodian 

must get on his hands and knees and pick staples up one at a time.  The 

vacuum cleaner will not pick up staples.  A little bit of extra time on each 

person’s part will save the custodian a great deal of time.  

4. Classes will take turns decorating bulletin boards in the entrance and other 

hallway locations.  See the schedule in the appendix of this handbook. 

5. NO hot glue on any spackled walls! 
 

Copy Machines 

Copy machines are available in the workroom for teacher use before and after 

school, during recesses or during teacher release time. Please try not to run extra 

copies.  Staff members must use their computer sign in to access the copier. The 

office copy machine is primarily available for office use but may be used when 

other machines are down for small printing jobs such as one class set or one copy 

of several originals.  If the small copier is needed by an office staff member, please 

allow her to make any needed copies. The cost of running the copy machine and 

the paper is a large part of our budget. Teachers and other staff are responsible for 

filling the paper in the copier, finding paper jams, adding toner, and attempting to 

resolve the problem when the machine stops working.  If your attempt is not 
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successful, let the office know immediately and they will contact the repair 

service.   
 

Discipline 

It is the responsibility of each classroom teacher to communicate classroom and 

school rules and regulations to students at the beginning of the year and repeat 

them as often as needed.  The student handbook contains general school rules, 

playground rules and lunchroom rules.  A copy of K-12 policies, including the 

Behavior Management Plan, is sent home as a part of the student handbook (in the 

district section) each August.  

 

Discipline Guidelines 

Effective discipline provides a learning experience for children.  Helping a student 

to realize who is responsible for the behavior, allowing him/her to identify the 

poor/good choices that were made, how the situation could have been handled 

differently and the consequences that are appropriate for the behavior may help the 

child in dealing with a similar future situation. Always keep parents informed of 

increasing or decreasing behaviors.  Specific rules, rewards and consequences for 

behavior are identified in the PBIS model for KES. 

  

 Be consistent and fair. 

 Expect good manners and model them in your interactions with adults and 

students.  

 Handle situations with patience.  Sometimes it is appropriate to handle a 

situation later.  This can also give the child some time to think about his/her 

behavior or choices.  

 Do not punish an entire class/group for misconduct caused by a few 

students. 

 Do not point out the poor choice/s made by a student in front of other 

students. 

 Help children develop self-discipline and to conduct themselves in an 

accepted manner. 

 Take a positive approach to all discipline problems.  

 If you recognize a student with an on-going problem, arrange a parent 

conference as soon as possible.   Please keep a record of all conferences,   

formal and informal, in person or by telephone. 

 Expect students to line up and walk respectfully in the halls-usually on the 

right side. 

 Incorporate Character Education into your classroom whenever possible. 

 Do not question a child about taking his/her medicine in front of children or 

other adults.  
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If you are frustrated by a student’s negative behavior and need relief, send the 

student to the office with the blue hand-10 minutes/orange hand-5 minutes  

‘time out’. This visit will be logged as a minor incident in the student displine 

software. If you find that a child requires more than one office visit, please be sure 

to call the parent regarding the behavior and consequences.  The first call to a 

parent should come from the teacher. The principal is happy to call if the problem 

continues but should never be the first point of contact with an issue. If the student 

is not showing improvement with your interventions then please let the principal 

know.  

 

Teachers and other staff members shall refrain from using disciplinary methods 

that may be damaging to a student such as ridicule, sarcasm, humiliation, shame, or 

a display of temper.  Staff members may not use corporal punishment as a form of 

discipline.  Physical restraint (CPI) may be used as deemed necessary to protect 

against property damage, harm to another individual or to oneself.  The classroom 

teacher is not expected to use physical restraint except in an emergency situation.  

The special education staff and most assistants are trained in Crisis Prevention 

Interventions.   

 

Sending a student to the office for 5 or 10 minutes is not considered an office 

referral and is simply logged as a ‘time out’ or minor incident in the office.  
Students should not be seated in the hallway as a disciplinary consequence for 

more than a very brief, less than 5 minutes, time out. Refer to the T-chart (matrix) 

established by PBIS to determine when to send to the office.  If necessary please 

fill out a referral (in the office) if it needs to be handled further or is a 

continuing problem.   If you write a referral, you are to follow up with the parents 

– this should come from the person writing the referral unless discussed with the 

principal.  Then send the sheet to the office to be entered in the Swis program.  The 

principal will follow up if needed.  Please see the principal regarding students with 

consistent behavior issues to develop a behavior plan. 

 

Please do not send students to the office during lunch or recess to complete 

work unsupervised.  The office staff has work to do and cannot supervise 

and/or help the students with their work.  If you are keeping students in then 

you should be supervising them. 

**Discipline should start with the classroom teacher and proceed from there. 

 

Playground Rules (See the Community Chats in the PBIS binder) 
BE RESPECTFUL 

 Listen and follow directions 

 Take turns with equipment 
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 Use kind words 

 Include others 

 
BE RESPONSIBLE 

 Play by the rules during games 

 Clean up equipment 

 At the bell quickly and quietly line up 

 
BE SAFE 

 Use equipment properly 

 Dress for the weather 

 Keep hands and feet to self 

 Report all safety problems 

  

Recess 

Cold Weather Guidelines 

Morning/Afternoon and Lunch Time: 

1. If the temperature and /or wind chill is 0 degrees or less, the students will 

remain in their classrooms.  Staff having recess duty at that time will 

monitor the hallways and classrooms. 

2. If it is above 0 degrees, the students will go outside.   

Students need to:               

 Wear appropriate clothes for the weather. 

 Boots, snow pants, hat, gloves and winter coat are needed to play in the 

snow. 

 Wear a jacket/sweatshirt/sweater if the temperature is at or below 65 

degrees.  

 

Students will not be able to leave the playground without the permission of a staff 

member.  Students should not bring toys or playground equipment from home. 

Throwing rocks, stones or snow will not be allowed.  Spitting, bullying, harassing 

and name-calling are not acceptable behaviors. No fighting, real or pretend, will be 

permitted.  If an activity at recess has been a repeating problem, the principal may 

discontinue that activity for a specified number of days.  

 

New playground equipment, such as soccer balls, basketballs and playground balls 

are re-supplied each quarter.  Please encourage students to pick up all 

equipment before entering the building after recess.  We lose most equipment 

because it is left outside on the playground or over the fence.  All ESPs will have a 

key to the east gate.  They will be able to retrieve balls when they go over the 

fence.  The last recess will be responsible for making sure all equipment is returned 

and the cart is put back inside.  
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SPECIFIC PLAYGROUND RULES-Please review with your class 
Swings -One person per swing, no standing, no jumping off, and no pushing and 

only straight swinging.   

All Slides -Feet first, sitting on rear end and going down only, no climbing on to or 

up, one at a time, wait until it is clear before you go. 

Blacktop - No kicking balls or throwing balls/objects against the building.  Stay 

away from the windows on the building.  Play basketball in the area near the 

hoops. 

Field Area –Kicking should only occur here, no tackling, no climbing the fences, 

no physical aggression. When students are playing a team game, do not run 

through the middle of the game. 

Walking Path – Be respectful to those walking, running, or jogging on the path by 

moving out of the way when needed.   

Team Games-When playing as a group, students are to adhere to the rules 

established at the beginning of the game.  

Merry-Go-Round-Only the orange top should be used to make the merry-go-

round move.  Students should either be seated or standing in the specific areas.  If 

there is not a space then they must take turns. 

 

Miscellaneous Rules 

1. Students should always walk to the doors for recess and wait patiently to be 

dismissed. 

2. Loud voices should not be used until students are outside and away from 

windows. 

3. Students should not exit the building for recess until an adult is on the 

playground.   

4. When entering the building, remind students to be quiet.  Students should 

not enter the building without permission. 

5. All students must obey and respect the directions of whoever is on duty. 

6. Students should not be standing around the doors during recess time 

encourage them to go play. 

7. The buddy bench should be explained to students and how it is used. 

 

Please be sure to be on time for recess duties.  When the bell rings for recess, 

those staff members on duty should be exiting the building. That also applies 

to teachers being back in the rooms when the children return. 

 

Playground Equipment 

Teachers and ESPs should make every effort to assist students in keeping track of 

playground equipment.  When recess is over, please make sure all equipment is 

brought back inside and put away.  If you see equipment left out, send a student to 
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retrieve it and return it to the storage cart.  We will replenish the playground 

equipment each quarter until our supply is depleted.  
 

Building Rules-All Settings 

Be Respectful 

- Be considerate of other learners. 

- Use quiet voices.  

Be Responsible 

- Do your best. 

- Listen and follow directions.  

- Keep hands, feet and belongings to yourself. 

Be Safe 

- Follow the rules 

- Listen to the adults 
 

Faculty Dress 

Faculty and staff members are to dress in a manner that sets a positive example and 

standard for students and the community.  All employees are expected to dress 

professionally and groom themselves appropriately for their position.  Please refer 

to the Appendix for the GK faculty dress code.   

  

According to the decision between GKEA and the GK School Board, blue jeans 

are not permitted Monday through Thursday but may be worn on Fridays paired 

with Genoa Kingston spirit wear ONLY.   

 The jeans must be neat and clean in appearance and not be torn.   

 Shorts of any type are not permitted.   

 Flip flops are also not allowed.   

 Gym shoes are only permitted for medical reasons.   

 Clothing with a low neckline, bare midriff or are excessively short or tight 

are not acceptable.   

 Athletic apparel, such as sweatsuits, is also not considered acceptable attire.  

 Wearing any type of hat is not permitted in the building (except on special 

days – i.e. hat day.) 

 

Jeans may be worn on outdoor field trips such as to Russell Woods.  Professional 

dress is to be worn on field trips to museums, plays, concerts, etc.  Jeans and shorts 

are acceptable on field day.   

 

Jeans may also be worn on Faculty meeting days (2nd Tuesday of the month) if the 

fee has been paid, and should be paired with GK spirit wear or other professional 

attire. Please refer to the School/Employee Dress Code for further information.  
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Faculty Lounge 

At all times the atmosphere of the faculty lounge should reflect a professional tone.  

Faculty should refrain from discussing private school problems or private details 

regarding students.  Please be aware when substitutes are present or volunteers are 

here working in the copy room.   

 

All staff members are responsible for cleaning up after 

themselves when using the kitchen facility.  Each week the kitchen 

will be assigned to two staff members, whose responsibility will be to insure that 

the kitchen area is clean.  

The refrigerators need to be kept orderly.  What is not wanted should be thrown 

away.  What is not used should be taken home.  If something is spilled, it should be 

wiped up.  Please do not take something this is not yours. Periodically the 

refrigerators should be emptied.  A note will be posted a few days before the 

refrigerator is emptied. Just as a warning – we toss everything. 

 

Faculty Meetings 

Once a month, faculty meetings will be scheduled for after school on the second 

Tuesday of the month throughout the district. Please mark the dates on your 

calendar and do not schedule appointments on the 2nd Tuesday of the month. 

Faculty meetings will be 3:00-4:00.  All teachers are expected to be in attendance 

at these meetings, except when other school responsibilities necessitate an absence.  

If you are unable to attend, please notify the principal prior to the meeting date.  

The principal will send out a weekly memo that will include important dates and 

upcoming events along with other announcements.   

 

Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) 

Time has been provided for teachers to meet collaboratively each Wednesday 

during the school year.  These Wednesdays will be an early release day with 

students being dismissed at 1:45. Teachers should be ready to begin their meeting 

by 2:00.  The teacher’s school day ends at 3:15.   

 

PLCs are focused on three big ideas: 

1. The purpose of our school is to ensure all students learn at high levels. 

2. Helping all students learn requires a collaborative and collective effort. 

3. To assess our effectiveness in helping all students learn we must focus on 

results-evidence of student learning-and use results to inform and improve 

our professional practice and respond to students who need intervention of 

enrichment. 

 

PLC work/conversations are driven by four critical questions: 
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- What do student need to know and be able to do? 

- How will we know when they have learned it? 

- What will we do when they have not learned it? 

- What will we do when they already know it? 

 

Meeting agendas should be turned in prior to meeting, usually the day before.  

Minutes will be recorded and turned into the principal following each meeting.  

Please let the administrator know if they are needed at a meeting in advance so that 

plans and schedules can be made.  Any items needed should be noted on the 

agenda and/or minutes.  These can be sent via e-mail.  Remember the true purpose 

of a PLC. 

 

Evaluations   

Certified and classified staff will be evaluated using EvaluWise or the district 

evaluation forms.  Certified staff will be notified on the first day of school if it is 

their evaluation year – they must sign off that they received that packet.  All 

classified staff members are evaluated annually with a mid-year review in 

December or January.  Informal evaluations for all staff shall be done yearly and 

could be done more often throughout the year. 

 
Field Trips 

Field trips should have a strong correlation with the state standards.  It has also 

been suggested that the trips are spread apart to avoid requesting money twice from 

parents within a short time span.  Due to high gas prices and eliminated funding, 

classes will most likely be able to take one or perhaps two trips this school 

year.  

 

Field trips or excursions shall be scheduled and planned to provide students with 

educational experiences that are an extension of the classroom’s educational 

program and based on state descriptors/standards. All field trip plans should be 

arranged by the teacher or grade level and pre-approved by the principal. Be 

sure to fill out the “Field Trip Request Form” available in the office and attach a 

rationale or state standards describing the trip’s relevance to your curriculum.  

 
Parent permission forms should be sent home at least one week prior to the trip.  

Please call parents of those students who have not returned the permission 

slips the day before the trip. This will greatly reduce frantic calls to parents prior 

to the field trip.  The permission form, which will include emergency contact and 

phone numbers, is required if the child is to participate on the trip including local 

trips.  Students not attending the field trip are still expected to attend school.  If a 

student is unable to participate for financial reasons, please let the principal know 
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so that we can provide needed assistance. Students are not to be prohibited from 

participating in a field trip due to financial reasons.   

 

It is the teacher’s responsibility to keep track of field trip money (who has paid, 

who has not paid, the amount collected, the amount still needed, etc.).  Each 

teacher is to complete the form for his/her class.  See the appendix in this 

handbook. The money, form and deposit slip are due to the office within 1 

week following the trip.  You are responsible for any money kept in the 

classroom.  It would be wise to keep money in the school safe until you are ready 

to turn it into the office. Please count the money at least twice as it is not 

recounted by the front office prior to the bank deposit.  Using our KES Activity 

Account, the office may be able to pre-pay deposits for seating at concerts, plays, 

etc. The exact amount borrowed from the Activity Account MUST be paid back to 

the account.  The principal will designate an amount for each student from the 

activity account to help offset costs for families.  Please explain to parents that if 

they have reserved a seat for their child to attend a program and the child is ill on 

the day of the trip, there will not be a reimbursement unless the teacher is able to 

find an adult who is willing to pay for the seat and go along as chaperone.  Please 

discuss with teachers/assistants that are going on the trip if they are free or will 

need to pay. Let the principal know if ESPs are needed – duties must be  

rescheduled. Do not prearrange for ESPs to attend without contacting the 

principal first.  It is the principal’s duty to make sure all duties will be 

covered. 

 

Teachers are responsible for contacting the Transportation Director (Bus Barn) 

about scheduling buses for activities and field trips.  All trips are subject to 

availability of buses and/or drivers.  Please adhere to spring deadlines established 

by the Transportation Director. A field trip transportation form must be filled out, 

signed by the principal and submitted to the transportation department.  PLEASE  

contact Transportation as soon as you have a date.  On the day of the field trip, 

each teacher is to take two class lists of the students who are riding the bus and 

cross off any students who are absent.  One list stays with the teacher and one goes 

to the bus driver upon loading the bus.  In addition, the emergency contacts list 

must accompany the teacher. Be sure to address health and medication issues with 

the parents and the school nurse. If you need assistance making this list, please do 

not wait until the morning of to ask the building secretary for the list. 

 
Please make sure that all specials and the cafeteria know about the 
trip.  Food service requires a minimum of a two weeks notice regarding an 

approximated lunch count so that they can adjust their inventory.  Please let the 

cafeteria know about any field trips and if students will not be eating lunch at 

school, at least two weeks in advance, or as soon as you have secured the dates.   
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Please do not wait until the end of the year to plan or take your field trips.  

Trips should be planned well in advance.  Waiting until the end of the year 

puts a bigger burden on transportation. 

 

Letters and Newsletters Sent Home To Parents 

Weekly or bi-weekly parent letters are strongly encouraged to increase school to 

home communication.  These may be completed by individual teachers or done by 

the team to reflect grade level activities.  Please provide a copy of all classroom 

correspondence that is sent home with students to the office because the 

secretary often receives calls/questions regarding classroom activities. Keeping the 

office aware of your correspondence and upcoming classroom activities is very 

important.  The newsletters will be filed in an office notebook for resource 

purposes, so that if parents call we can identify information promptly.  We will 

also record class, grade level and school activities on a calendar board in the office. 

This really helps the front office and is a reference for you.  Regular 

communication through classroom or grade level newsletters is highly encouraged.   

 

The principal will also put newsletters on the district website.  Some of the 

newsletters are very cute – they will not look that way on the website.  Each one 

has to be re-typed on the page so it meets ADA requirements. The information 

should be shared in a word document or google document with text only.  
 

Videos 

Educational television and pre-recorded videos may be used effectively to enhance 

the curriculum and support grade level standards. Please carefully select the video 

or video segment to be shown in your classroom, being sure you have previewed 

the video beforehand.  Videos selected as a part of instruction should be 

documented in your lesson plans with the objectives identified. After the video, a 

follow-up activity should take place such as completing a graphic organizer, 

conducting group discussions, writing a summary or an activity that focuses on 

comprehension of the content. Only videos that have a “G” or “PG” rating should 

be shown to students (with parent permission).  Videos should not be used as a 

‘break’.  An inappropriate use of videos sends a message to parents that students 

have nothing more important to do at school than to ‘watch movies’.   

 

Technology 
The Technology Department has a record of all issued equipment.  All of the 

equipment has been tagged for easy reference.  For any repairs, the on-line 

program, Work Orders/School Dude, will be used.  Please use the Work Order 

system – they need to keep a record of repairs and issues.  DO NOT stop them in 

the hall and pull them in your room – DO THE WORK ORDER PLEASE!!! 
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Remember: 

- No unauthorized software should be used on the district computers. 

- Use the cloud for saving documents or anything. 

- Carts of any kind should always be moved up to the wall when not in use. 

- You are responsible for charging and care of equipment in your room. 

 

Parent/Teacher Conferences 

Parent/Teacher Conferences are scheduled periodically throughout the school year.  

During the fall conferences, our goal at Kingston Elementary is to have 100% 

parent participation.  Please make at least three attempts (calls, notes) to contact 

parents to attend. Every parent should be scheduled for a conference at least once 

during the school year.  Additional conferences are recommended with parents of 

students who are having discipline problems, academic problems, not completing 

work, or parents who request a conference.  Don’t forget--parents should also be 

informed of things that the students do well.  Conferences may also be scheduled 

to review student test scores, if requested.  Please keep a log of parent conferences 

and parent contacts including the date, topic and person with whom you met.  

 

Related Arts and Special Education teachers are expected to schedule their own 

parent/teacher conferences, as well. A minimum number of conferences may be 

required from the district level.  Talking with parents in the hall prior to another 

teacher’s conference with that parent is not considered a formal conference.   

Please select students for conferences based on the need to see the parents.   

 
One parent/teacher conference session is scheduled for the evening in the fall and 

spring.  All teachers are expected to be in attendance.  Open House is a good time 

to have parents sign up for conferences or be informed of conference dates and 

times. Please keep a record of those parents/guardians who did attend open house, 

curriculum nights, title nights, conferences, etc. Also, please be sure the office has 

a copy of your conference schedule as we get many calls from parents wanting to 

reconfirm their conference time.    

 

Keeping Students After-School 

Typically we do not keep students afterschool.  They may stay for extra curriculars 

such as Young Rembrandts.  Parent permission is always necessary. 

 

Student Leaving School 

No student is to leave school/school grounds without the approval from the office.  

If an adult comes to pick up a child, he/she must come to the office and sign the 
student.  If office personnel cannot positively identify the adult, a photo I.D. or 

driver’s license will be required before the child is released.  
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Loading Buses 

Dismissal time is 2:50 p.m. Students should not leave the classrooms until the 

bell has rung.  The buses are scheduled to leave KES between 2:55 and 3:00 p.m. 

in order to be on time for their next pick-up/drop off. **ALL staff will walk their 

students to the door at the north end of the building.  ESPs will be covering 

afterschool duties, but teachers are responsible to make sure students are where 

they are supposed to be.  All staff will asked to be on hand the first two weeks of 

school. 

 

Lunch Procedures 

Teachers are to escort their classes to the cafeteria serving line. Try to stagger 

classes with brief intervals between arriving at the serving line.  One ESP will be 

in the hallway to help monitor the line of students and send them through the lunch 

line.  Students that are cold lunch can go right in to the cafeteria as long as an ESP 

is present.  Please do not arrive early – the ESPs will not be there to monitor your 

students. 

 

Snack Breaks 

Students may bring a healthy snack.  Each teacher may decide the best time for 

his/her class to have a snack break.  NO sugar treats, juice &/or other drinks are 

allowed.  Only water is allowed for snack breaks-no pop or sweet drinks. A list of 

healthy snacks includes:  fresh fruit, vegetables, cheese, popcorn, crackers, and 

granola bars.  If you have a concern that a student is bringing snacks that are not 

being approved by a parent/guardian, please contact that adult.  If the parent feels 

the snack is a healthy one and is appropriate for his/her child, accept the parent’s 

choice. Water is allowed at any time throughout the school day. Nutritionists 

highly suggest having a short snack time versus allowing students to snack 

throughout the morning or afternoon.  

 

P.T.O.  

Our Parent Teacher Organization is active and supportive.  PTO members will 

continue to coordinate fundraising activities for the benefit of the schools K-8.  

Meetings are held on a monthly basis. Meetings are optional, however it would be 

nice if you could try to attend at least one meeting per year.  Your input is so 

valuable, as this group tries to plan for and fundraise throughout the year. 

 

Concerts 

We will have concerts throughout the year.  All concerts will be performed in the 

auditorium at the G-K High School.  Depending on the size of the grade level, the 

grade level may be split into two groups to accommodate seating for families.   
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The music teacher will plan the concert program with support from the regular 

classroom teachers.  Practice and preparation takes place during the students’ 

regular music classes.  During the week of the concert, there are usually a few 

practices and rehearsals that will interrupt the normal class schedule. 

 

The concert is performed in the evening.  Teachers are required to attend the 

performance of their grade level to assist with supervision. Related Arts and 

Special Education teachers are asked to attend one concert each year. ESPs 

and other staff are welcome and encouraged to attend. 

 

Committees 

During the year, teachers will be asked to participate on various school level and 

district level committees. These may include the Rising Star/ School Improvement 

Plan Committee, Reading Incentive Committee, Math Curriculum Council, 

Language Arts Curriculum Council, PBIS team, District Curriculum Council, 

Science Curriculum Council, Social Studies Curriculum Council, and other 

committees, as needs arise.  Committee meetings will usually be held after school 

hours.  Each teacher should serve on at least one committee – a stipend is paid for 

additional committee work. 

 

Course Approval 

Remember:  In order to get college credit on the salary schedule you must have a 

signed course approval form in advance from the superintendent. 
 

Physical Education 

Our students have PE every other day (A and B days).  Tennis shoes/appropriate 

PE shoes are required and should be kept in the student’s locker/cubby. 

 

Student Grading 

Students’ progress on the Common Core State Standards for K, 1st, and 2nd graders 

is assessed using a standards based report card created by a KES school team.   

 

Assessments have different purposes.  Please keep in mind that we want to 

formatively assess our students as they are learning new material in order to guide 

instruction.  Summative assessment should be conducted in a variety of formats 

including pencil/paper tests, projects, presentations and reports. This type of 

assessment is used at the end of a unit of study and provides information on what 

the child learned from the unit.  Summative assessment is most often used for 

grading purposes.   
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When percentages and letter grades are not used in student assessment, it is 

important to maintain portfolios/folders of student work and records of progress on 

the standards.  Running records, AimsWeb scores, benchmarking results, 

observations, computer software activities, independent written work, SSR 

conference notes, projects and center work are examples of data sources that are 

effective in assessing student growth.  

 

Promotion/Retention Procedures 

At Kingston Elementary School, students are promoted one grade each year. On 

rare occasions, it may be beneficial to retain a student in the same grade or 

promote a student two grades based on the most appropriate academic program for 

that individual.  The student’s age, academic needs and social/emotional skills will 

be considered.   

 
If a student is being considered for retention, the classroom teacher needs to 

discuss this possibility with the Principal.  The parent should be included by the 

start of the 3rd quarter, if not sooner. The District Diagnostician will give the child 

the Lights Retention scale.  The classroom teacher and the principal, with input 

from the parents, will make the final decision for retention or promotion by May 

1st.  Please share any retention considerations with the principal prior to the 

beginning of the 3rd quarter.  Keep in mind that fifty years of research on 

retention does not support it as effective in most cases. 

 

Publicity 

In the interest of good public relations, and in recognizing the achievements and 

activities of our students, news releases will be encouraged from teachers and staff. 

These could include school activities, awards, special projects, field trips, 

community service projects, resource people, etc. (anything that describes or shows 

either basic aspects of our instructional program or else any “extra” or “special 

happenings”).  Digital pictures are also encouraged.  Increasing our publicity helps 

in communicating a positive image of our school and district to the community.  

News releases are needed for: 

- Monthly KES newsletters -  District Webpage 

- The local newspaper  -  KES Facebook page 

- The district newsletter  -  KES Twitter 
 
The MidWeek or Chronicle staffs are usually willing to come to school to take 

pictures when requested.  Teachers should call the paper several days in advance.  

There are directions on the newspapers’ websites to submit press releases. 
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Agenda Books 

Agenda books will be purchased each year, one per student – 1st and 2nd grades 

only.  The building and district handbook will be included in each agenda book, 

please collect the handbook sign-off sheet after it has been signed by the 

parents/guardians and turn into the office.  Students are responsible for the agenda 

book.  If it gets lost they will have to pay $5.00 to replace or go without.  We have 

a limited number of extra copies for new students.  Please talk to the secretary 

before taking an extra copy. 

 

Yearbook 

The elementary buildings are currently using a professional photo company for the 

publication of our yearbooks, as well as fall and spring pictures. In order to create a 

more individualized Kingston Elementary yearbook, taking digital pictures 

throughout the school year is requested.  Taking pictures of special events, 

class/individual projects, holiday activities, recess, lunch and field trips will help 

us in creating a more personalized yearbook.  Office staff and I will also be taking 

pictures throughout the school year, and will use the candid shots to create our 

yearbook.  Please feel free to send any pictures to the principal – the more pictures, 

the better! 

 

School Day 

Certified staff - The length of a “regular” day for faculty members is from 7:45 

a.m. to 3:15 p.m.  It may be necessary that faculty members work a reasonable 

amount of additional time beyond that schedule to fulfill professional obligations, 

such as parent teacher conferences, faculty meetings, staffings, Open House, Fun 

Fair, concerts and committee meetings.  If there is a need to leave early, please 

check with the principal prior to the day.   
 

Classified staff - ESPs work a 7.5 hour day but have varying start and end times 

based on the needs of the school.  They will have a 30 minute duty-free lunch 

scheduled within that time. 

 

Staffings 

Faculty members are expected to be at student staffings/meetings for which they 

are involved/invited.  Every attempt will be made to schedule these meetings 

during the school day or to end by 4:30 p.m.  Often the determining factor is 

scheduling a time when parents are able to attend.  Prior to the staffing, please 

gather any information/data regarding academic, social behaviors and interventions 

that have been implemented to address the area/s of concern.  Be prepared and get 

all findings/reports to the case manager prior to the meeting.  Please dress 
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professionally – that means if it is pajama day – bring an alternative outfit to 

wear for the staffing. 

 

Problem Solving/Response to Intervention 

Problem Solving will be incorporated into PLC meetings.    Benchmarking will 

occur 3X a year in literacy and math for all students with additional progress 

monitoring occurring more frequently, as needed for some students. 

PLC teams will meet to discuss benchmarking and other assessment data in 

September, January, and May during a regularly scheduled PLC meeting.  

Additional staff such as the building principal and others will participate in these 

PLC meetings as needed.  Approximately six weeks following data meetings, 

teams will meet to discuss progress monitoring and other more frequently 

occurring data.  These meetings will also take place during PLC time and will 

possibly include additional staff.  Core Curriculum and interventions for students 

will be discussed at all data meetings. 

 

As always be sure that any student concerns that you have both behavior or 

academics are documented, shared with parents, and discussed with the team.  On 

an individualized basis, some students may require more formalized support after 

interventions are implemented. 

 

Student Records 

Each teacher is responsible for reviewing student records, especially when a 

student is doing poorly in class, when there are discipline problems, or when a 

referral is made to the Problem Solving Team. The special education staff or the 

principal should be contacted in any or all of these situations.  They may be able to 

provide the information needed to address the situation or can arrange to secure the 

necessary services. The students’ permanent records and health records are kept in 

the office.   

 

Special education and RTI records are kept with the teacher providing the support 

service for the child. If you have a student receiving special services, please be 

sure that you are aware of the areas in which the student is receiving additional 

support and any specific interventions, modifications or accommodations noted in 

the IEP, 504 plan or RTI records. Special services will be using a google form to 

share information. 

 

Court orders that involve children are not to be kept in cumulative records.  A file 

is kept in the front office of court orders.  These are highly confidential and should 

only be shared with those who absolutely need to know.  
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Medical Communication 

All consents to exchange information with physical or mental health facilities 

originate with the school nurse.  Medical and mental health contacts and 

communication is also conducted by the school nurse or in some cases by the 

social worker.  This information is considered highly confidential and will be 

shared with other staff on an as-needed basis.  

 

Mandated Reporters 

Teachers and staff members are considered mandated reporters of child neglect and 

child abuse.  If you have concerns that a student is being neglected or abused, 

please share that information with the principal, and social worker or nurse. If a 

child shares information regarding abuse or neglect with you, please allow the 

child to talk but do not probe with questions and assure the child that you will help 

him/her. By law, we must report any evidence of abuse or neglect to the 

Department of Children and Family Services at 1-800-422-4453.  Please notify the 

principal if and when a call is made. 

 

Students Excused From P.E. 

Students who have been ill and are unable to participate in P.E. should bring a note 

from home requesting that the child not participate.  A parent note can be used for 

two days.  After two days, a doctor’s note is required. The student should be sent to 

a supervised area or sit on the sidelines in P.E.  The P.E. teacher may modify the 

activity for the student, if needed. If they are excused from PE then they have 

NO recess. 

 

Student Transfers 

When a student transfers to another school, there are several things that need to be 

completed: 

1. Be sure that the student takes all of his/her possessions with him/her. 

2. File any needed information in the folder by the day the student leaves. 

3. Be sure that the students’ cumulative records are in the office. 

4. Make sure that the student has returned library books, classroom books and 

is current on any lunch charges. 

 

Raptor System 

The building office has been equipped with the Raptor System to check in parents, 

visitors, and volunteers to the building.  Each person must show their State Issued 

ID (Driver’s License, etc) to the building secretary to be scanned.  The Raptor 

System will produce a name tag containing the person’s name, photo and reason 

for being in the building.  Please remind your parents, student teachers, and 

volunteers that they will need an ID to enter the building. 
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Visitors 

We are always happy to have visitors, but the office should be aware that 

additional adults are in the building.  Visitors must check in at the office. ALL 

visitors in the building must wear a visitor’s sticker at all times. If there is an adult 

in the building who is not wearing a visitor’s sticker, please ask the person if 

he/she checked in at the front office.  Before departure, all visitors must return to 

the office and check out.  Visitors will park in front by the office, if no spaces are 

available they should park in the north lot and walk around. 

 

Volunteers 

All volunteers must check in at the office with a photo ID.  Volunteers should fill 

out and sign the volunteer contract (found in the appendix).  Volunteers are 

encouraged and can be very helpful.  If you have a schedule of volunteers, please 

give it to Katie.  We honor our volunteers at the end of the year at an all school 

assembly. 

 

Classroom Supervision 

It is the responsibility of the classroom teacher to maintain supervision of the 

classroom.  Teachers are not to leave a class unsupervised for any non-emergency 

reason.  If a teacher must leave the class for a minute or two, another teacher 

should be notified so that there will be someone to check on the students.  The 

classroom teacher is liable if a child would be hurt while the classroom is 

unsupervised.  Students should not be left standing in the halls or the lobby waiting 

for their teacher.  Please be sure to leave the teachers’ lounge when the bell rings at 

the end of recess.  Teachers should be in the hallway or at their classroom doors 

when students are entering the building from recess.  This helps to minimize 

problems in the halls by providing supervision as students return to class.  (This is 

especially important when we have indoor recess – REMEMBER our ESPs have 

schedules to follow too.) 

 

School Supervision 

In order to conduct uniform supervision throughout the school, each teacher is 

asked to treat any student as if he/she were a member of their class. If a student is 

observed making a poor choice, please remind the student of the rules or of a better 

choice. Share the contact with the classroom teacher who will determine an 

appropriate consequence.  With the complete cooperation of all teachers, we can 

maintain an enjoyable atmosphere and good behavior in our school.  If students 

have to finish work during recess they must be in a classroom with supervision.  

Students are not to miss PE or Music as a consequence for classroom behavior or 

academic issues.   
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Tort Liability 

As a result of a Supreme Court Decision, individuals and the school can be held 

liable for injuries and damages resulting from negligence on school grounds, in 

school buildings, and in classrooms.  Teachers must exercise their respective duties 

with diligence.  Please do not leave students unsupervised. 

 

Telephone Calls & Fax Machine 

Every classroom now has a phone, with an extension number and voice mail.  

Please try to use these phones for school business only.  Try to limit students 

answering your phones if possible.  If there is an emergency situation and you need 

to have your phone on or need us to immediately alert you of a call to the office, 

please make the principal aware.  Now that everyone has voicemail, schedule a 

time to check your voice mail daily.  A light will flash on your phone when there is 

a message.  Katie now has the capability to send messages directly to your voice 

mail without your phone ringing. 

 

If a child is ill and you believe that he/she should go home, please send a note 

to the office stating your decision, the nurse will assess the situation and the 

office will make the phone call.   

I encourage you to use or let your students use your classroom phones for forgotten 

items such as binders, shoes, lunches, etc., however, if you cannot reach the 

parent please let the office know because we often receive calls in the office 

from parents with caller ID asking for the person who called them—and we 

have no clue!    

 

The fax machine is located in the main office on the office copier.   

 

Purchase Orders 

A purchase order form may be obtained from the secretary in the office.  The 

purchase order # must be documented in the file.  Please be sure to fill out the form 

completely and give it to the principal. The name of the company, address, phone 

and fax numbers are needed.  It is especially important that purchase orders are 

correctly filled out and totaled to be sure you stay within your grade 

level/department budget. Remember there is no shipping charge for Office Depot 

and the most current and lowest cost is on the Office Depot website.  Add a 

minimum of 10% for shipping if a shipping charge is not specified.  Please check 

with the principal throughout the year regarding your account balance.  See a 

sample of the purchase order and directions in the Appendix. 
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Supervision 

 

Before School 

a. Bus students arriving prior to 7:50.  Will enter the building through the 

north doors and go directly to the gym.  Doors will open for all other 

students at 7:45. 

b. At 7:50 – All students will be dismiss from the gym. 
a. All 1st and 2nd graders will go directly to their classrooms, stopping to 

grab breakfast if they need it.  They will begin morning work, eat 

breakfast, meet in small groups and other things assigned by the 

teacher.   

b. Kindergarten will go to breakfast in the cafeteria or go outside (1st 

quarter only).  The Kindergarten teachers will do the before school 

recess duty.  After the first quarter, the kindergarten students will eat 

breakfast in the cafeteria or go directly to their classroom.  Parents 

will be notified of this change when it occurs. If there is bad weather, 

then the students will stay in the gym (again, first quarter only). 

 

Hall Supervision 

Classroom teachers are responsible for hall supervision whenever the students are 

passing through the building.  (ex;  such as before school, before recesses, after 

recesses, during washroom breaks, switching classes and after school)  Please be at 

your classroom doors when students are arriving in the morning, returning from 

recess or other activities.   

 

After School 

a. School ends at 2:50 – Students should not be packing up or lining up 

prior to that end of the day bell.  

a. An exception to this would be the first couple of weeks, while we 

establish procedures with our youngest students. 

b. All staff will be expected to help during these first few weeks. 

b. ESPs will do the after school duty 

c. Teachers should always walk their students down for dismissal.    

a. The sweeper will check the hallways before clearing the buses. 

b. Please practice and establish a routine to help make this as efficient as 

possible.   

c. Change in transportation.  Teachers are responsible for making sure 

students are where they need to be for dismissal.  Make sure to check 

your teacher mailbox, email, or classroom phone for messages. 
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Events/Programs 
All teachers are expected to participate in the following events marked with ***: 

 

Open House*** 

There will be an evening Open House when parents, children and all family 

members will be invited to attend. Some teachers display special projects or work 

of the students, have students perform, demonstrate a piece of equipment, share 

classroom materials, explain classroom procedures, perform short plays, etc.  This 

is an important time to show off our building.  Rooms and hallways should be 

clean and decorated with student work. You may select the format of your Open 

House session.  As we incorporate new curriculum and instructional strategies, it is 

important to share this information with parents in some format.   

 

Classroom Parties (classroom teachers)*** 
There will be three parties for the students during the school year.  They will be 

Halloween, Winter/Christmas and Valentine’s Day parties.  Parties will be planned 

accordingly.  If you have a student who doesn’t celebrate these holidays 

arrangements should be made for the child to come to the office or go home during 

the party.  Non-holiday activities will be planned for the students who would like 

to remain at school.  If you are aware of a student who does not celebrate the 

holidays, please be sure to notify the parents that fun activities will be planned for 

their child.  Please be sure the principal knows at least a day in advance to plan for 

the children.  

 

Field Day*** 

Field Day takes place at the end of the school year at Kingston Elementary. 

Students play games and participate in a variety of athletic events.  The P.E. 

teacher will plan the field day and may request a teacher committee to assist.  

Parent volunteers will be used, whenever possible, to run the field day activities 

and teachers will supervise their classes. 

 

Field Trips*** 

Teachers take 1-2 field trips throughout the school year if the trip relates to the 

curriculum and state standards.  All preparations, including parent helpers, 

transportation, money collection, etc., are the teacher’s responsibility. A check for 

prepayment may be written from the activity account if the money is collected and 

ready for deposit. (Please refer to field trip section and the appendix for the new 

field trip form.)  Please choose field trips carefully and be sure that grade levels 

before you do not take the same or a similar trip.    
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Concerts*** 

Each grade will perform a concert each year at GKHS.  The teachers from the 

performing grade level are expected to be in attendance.  Related Arts and Special 

Education teachers are asked to select one of the concerts to attend. All other staff 

members are invited to attend.  

 

Author Visit/Reading Night (planned by Title I) 

It is possible that an author visit or reading night will be planned for some time 

during the year depending on the availability of the author.  Prior to the author’s 

visit, his/her titles will be shared throughout the school and suggested activities 

provided to the teachers.  Each grade level or group is asked to have representation 

at the evening author visit.  

 

Conferences*** 

Parent teacher conferences will be held in November and February.  Teachers are 

expected to conduct their conferences within a given time-frame and to be 

available during the planned evening hours. (Please refer to the conference 

section.)  Both conferences follow a half day of instruction and continue until 8:00 

p.m. The fall conferences include an extra evening. Teachers will be asked to 

submit a list of parents who attended conferences.  If you need more time such as  

an additional evening, please talk with the principal so as to consolidate it with the 

other grade levels.  The principal would like to be here for all conferences. 

 

KES Backstage Pass 

This is scheduled on the first workday for teachers and offers parents and students 

to stop by the building to drop off supplies prior to the beginning of school.  If you 

can be there that is great, otherwise please designate an area to drop supplies. 

 

Lions Club Citizen of the Year 

Each year, two students from our building, one from 1st grade and one from 2nd 

grade, are selected as Citizens of the Year.  The Lion’s Club sponsors this program 

with a purpose of recognizing students who display exemplary citizenship. 

 

The criteria for nomination include: 

- Student service 

- Leadership 

- Attitude 

- Manners  

- Sportsmanship 

- Responsibility 

- Respect for self and others 
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Each teacher will determine if he/she has a student/s in the classroom whom he/she 

believes would be worthy candidates.  All teachers from each grade level will meet 

to discuss the candidates and how they exemplify the criteria.  The grade level will 

elect the student they believe to be the most deserving.  

 
A student can only be selected once.  The principal will receive the names of the 

students who have been previously selected from the district office. Once a student 

is selected, it is the teacher’s responsibility to write a half to full page on 

specifically why he/she was chosen.  The letter will be read at the award ceremony. 

 

Expectations Educational Support Personnel (ESPs) 

 
Before School Duty  

All ESPs will have a before school duty. Please be at the designated assignment on 

time.  At no time should students be left unattended.  If an emergency arises and 

you must leave your assigned post, please inform the office, call the office, or send 

a student to get a teacher for backup. 

 

Lunchroom Duty  

The cafeteria ESPs on duty are responsible for the supervision of the students in 

the lunchroom.  Students are expected to pick up trash on and under the table 

before they are dismissed. Talking should be kept at a reasonable level. If a student 

has difficulty with the others at a table, please move him/her to a separate table.  If 

the behavior persists, a plan may need to be created by the ESP, teacher, and/or 

principal.  Please refrain from having all of the students’ miss recess time or 

suffer consequences for the actions of a few. Also, please do not point out a 

student who has made a poor choice/s to the other students.  Speak with this 

student individually and/or classroom teacher. 

 
Dismiss tables in an orderly manner and as students finish eating.  Stagger the 

dismissal, dismissing the first tables seated as they will be finished first.  This will 

really help with behavior. One ESP should go out with the first group of students 

and then as more tables are dismissed another ESP will go, leaving the last ESP to 

wrap things up in the cafeteria.  ESPs should take turns with these three shifts.  Do 

not leave students unattended in the lunchroom or hallways.  When you come in 

from duty, please briefly share any recess concerns with the classroom teacher 

without drawing the attention of the student’s classmates. This may be done 

verbally or through an oops slip. If a child has been sent to the office from recess, 

please be sure the principal is aware of the adult’s observations and the classroom 

teacher is aware of the student’s location.  Minor incidents from recess should be 
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addressed with the child’s teacher.  Before a student is sent to the office, please 

be sure that an adult witnessed the action or the student admits to the 

behavior and then follow the PBIS procedures. Student witnesses may defend 

their friends and let another child take the blame.   

 

Role of ESPs 

Students will receive ESP assistance when the need is identified through 

benchmarking and other assessments and discussed at Problem Solving. ESPs are 

to work mainly with students please try to limit clerical kinds of tasks.  The 

building administrator will develop a tentative duty schedule for the ESPs for the 

beginning of the school year.  ESPs will assist with morning duties and 

cafeteria/recess duties.  ESPs are now working 7.5 hours will need to have a 30 

minute duty free lunch in their schedule. 

 

Student Expectations 
 

Student Conduct 

It is our expectation that students behave responsibly and respectfully toward 

adults and other children.  Students are expected to comply promptly and 

courteously with requests from any faculty/staff member.   

 

Any student’s conduct that jeopardizes the safety, welfare and learning of other 

students is considered unacceptable.  At Kingston Elementary School, students are 

expected to be respectful at all times and follow school rules.  Difficulties with 

respect, following directions, physical harm or bullying may result in a call home, 

loss of privileges or a visit to the principal.   

 

Students are expected to: 

 Show respectful attitudes and behaviors toward self, other students, adults 

and the property of others.  

 Follow the directions given by the teachers and other staff.  

 Leave toys, games, playground equipment, trading cards, electronic games, 

CD players, cell phones and other personal items at home.  Often these items 

are lost or damaged and the child becomes very upset.  The items will be 

held by the teacher until the parent/guardian is contacted by the teacher in 

order to make arrangements for the items to be picked up or sent home.   

 Dress appropriately for elementary school as based on District Policy.   

 Be at school before 8:10 a.m. but no earlier than 7:45 a.m.(unless riding a 

bus) ready to learn.   
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Student Dress 

School clothing should not interfere with schoolwork or create classroom or school 

disorder.  Jackets and jacket-type coats (outerwear) should not be worn during the 

school day under normal circumstances. School dress should be in accordance with 

present style and good taste with emphasis on cleanliness, good health and safety.  

Caps, hats or bandanas shall not be worn while in the building. Shorts and skirts 

should be a reasonable length. Clothing containing inappropriate words or 

drawings that could be considered offensive, or advertising alcohol, drinking 

establishments, tobacco or drugs is not allowed. The District Policy is written for 

grades K-12. The age and grade of the student will be kept in mind when decisions 

regarding dress are made.  Judgment of questionable dress will be determined on 

an individual basis by the principal. 

 
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT RIDE A BUS MAY NOT ARRIVE AT 

SCHOOL BEFORE 7:45 A.M.  Supervision will not be provided until buses 

arrive.  If there is a persistent problem, please make the principal aware of the 

situation.   

 
Early bus students will wait in the gym until 7:50.  At that time, Kindergarten 

students will go outside (first quarter) or breakfast.  The first and second graders 

will go to their classrooms (some may need to grab breakfast first.)   

 

END OF YEAR EXPECTATIONS 
 

End-Of-The- Year Teachers’ Responsibilities 

Following the May Institute, the following tasks should be completed 

- Placement cards are completed for all students. Kindergarten and 1st grade 

teachers sort their cards into classes for the upcoming year based on a 

variety of criteria. (This should not be shared with the other teachers, as the 

lists may change.)  

- Please do not tell students or their parents their class assignments or suggest 

teachers for the upcoming year.   

- Second grade teachers will provide input to the GES principal. 

- Writing portfolios for each student need to be submitted by each classroom 

teacher and should be in alphabetical order. 

 

Folders   

1. All report card information will be generated by Skyward and will be placed 

in the permanent folder by the secretary. 

2. All special education records should be placed in the special education file 

and/or updated on service tracker by the case manager. 
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Classroom 

1. All books should be checked in and organized.  If books are lost the parent 

of the student should be billed accordingly.  See the librarian for library 

charges and the secretary for textbook charges. 

2. Shelves, cabinets, files and teacher’s desks should be sorted and organized.  

3. All bulletin boards should be cleared off and staples removed.  

4. Walls should be cleared of posters, sticky tack, hot glue, etc. 

5. Any request for summer maintenance should be given to the building 

principal in writing to pass on to Buildings and Grounds/Maintanence. 

6. As much as possible, everything should be put into cabinets or on shelves, so 

as to facilitate summer cleaning. 

7. Additional requests may be made by the cleaning crew based on summer 

projects.  

 

Maintenance/Repairs 

Any problem with maintenance or repairs will be reported using the School Dude 

Application.  Please use this application for all maintenance concerns.  This 

application helps to keep a log of requests and concerns.   

 

Please refrain from just stopping the custodian in the hallway to fix things.  The 

building custodian will do his best to clean, assist and repair things in the building.  

The custodian will correct any problems right away if time permits.  If not, he will 

correct it as soon as his schedule allows.   

 

Technology Work Requests 

Any problems with computers or with other technological equipment will also be 

reported using the on-line School Dude program, make sure you click on the IT 

tab.  Requests will no longer be made directly to technology staff.  This will help 

in ensuring that repairs are completed and to help keep track of what long-term 

projects still remain to be finished.   
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APPENDIX 
1. KES Staff 

2. KES Staff information 

3. Dress Code 

4. Chain of Command 

5. Classroom Assignments 

6. Parking Assignments 

7. Staff Emergency Form 

8. Student Accident Report 

9. Student Accident Report Pg2 

10. Work Order System 

11. Central Office Color Copies Request Form 

12. Volunteer Contract 

13. PLC Teams 

14. KES Committee Members 

15. School Calendar 

16. Faculty Meeting Schedule 

17. Open House Schedule 

18. Bulletin Board Schedule 

19. News Letter Deadliness 

20. Bus Evacuation Schedule 

21. Wellness Wednesdays 

22. Important Dates 

23. PE and Music Schedule – Regular Day 

24. PE and Music Schedule – Early Release 

25. Art Schedule 

26. Lunch and Recess Schedule 

27. ESP Daily Hours 

28. ESP Duty Schedule 

29. Kitchen Duty 

30. Morning Duty 

31. Afterschool Duty 

32. Field Trip Request Form 

33. Field Trip Deposit Form 

34. Purchase Order Form 

35. Purchase Order Directions for Completion 

36. Fire Drill Procedure 

37. Fire Drill Map 

38. Tornado Drill Procedure 

39. Tornado Drill Procedure pg 2 

 


